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A girl named Mitsuki-chan lost her parents,has bad grades,and maids have to raise her. One day her
animatian she makes pays off. Read please!
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1 - A schoolgirl named Mitsuki-chan

Once there was a girl named Mitsuki-chan.Her parent's died,She has bad grades.She
had 2 best pals. Miko-chan and Yuka-chan.Mitsuki is just a normal school girl
until she became a anime producter and
thats when all the strangeness begun. It was just a abvrege day of school when Mitsuki-chan
fell asleep in the middle of the classroom duties."Exuse me ,Mitsuki, wake up."
"Huh?" "Go to detension for falling asleep in class!" "Ok..." Her rival was giggling.
"Looks like miss snores a lot is going to detension!" "Shut yer trap." After detencion...
School was over. Miko-chan was talking to Mitsuki-chan. "Are you doing
anything today?" "No, why?" "I was wondering if you could come with me to
the restraunt with Yuka." "Sure!" "I'll meet you by the the Sugar's Cafe."Ok see
ya!" "Bye." Well, Mitsuki-chan lived with 3 maids. Tayo-chan, Puchiko-chan and
Kiki-san. "How was your day?" Mitsuki-chan did'nt answer Puchiko.She just walked
up to her room. Tayo-chan followed Mitsuki. "Hey Mitsuki sit on the bed for a sec."
She did what she was told. "Now whats wrong?" "Nothing." "Oh, c'mon! You
can tell me anything!" "I told you it's nothing.....Huh? OMG I GOTTA GO!"
She ran out of the room. "What's taking Mitsuki so long?" Miko was
wondering. "Im coming!" Mitsuki-chan made it. "Sorry if I was a bit late.
I soooo stupid." "It's alright." They went inside. Yuka finally spoke. "When
is the waitress coming? Im not sitting on my butt all day." The waitress came
wearing one of those bunny suits. "Hi. Im Yukari.What will be your order?"
"We'll all just take some chicken,rice,noodles and a soda." "Ok."
Mitsuki was whispering to her friends."If you wear those bunny
suits you need some big boobs." They all giggled. The people at the other
people were wondering why they were laughing. Mitsuki was drawing on
her notepad. "What are you doing?" "Im making a small anime animation."
It was a clip from Love Hina. "Like it?" "Yep! Its cute!" "Thanks!" They're order
came. "Here ya go, Sugar.Enjoy." "Ugh, she is weird in a way." After they ate
they all went home. When Mitsuki-chan went home she saw Tayo-chan not doing
her chores. "Tayo-chan! Where are you?!" "I'm in my room!" She greeted Puchiko-chan
and Kiki-san and she rushed up the stairs. "Hey Tayo! Oh there you are." "Hi! I'm
cosplaying!" "Umm can you leave the room for a moment? I need to change."
"Don't worry I'm a gal too and well we are kind of 'related'." She changed. Mitsuki
looked at herself. "Why do you have big things and I don't..." "Ummm" "Can't answer that"
Mitsuki-chan was drawing a picture of herself. She drew herself with big boobs. "Perfect!"
Then a animater entered her house.To be continued...
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